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13 July 2017 
Dear Parents 

Year 6 Camping 
 

To celebrate the children’s final year at Grange Farm, we are hoping to hold an overnight camping experience, in the 
school grounds, on the last evening of term, Tuesday 25 July. 
 
Friends of Grange Farm have very kindly offered to provide catering for the occasion and so we can look forward to a 
BBQ during the evening. 
 
We will also provide supper later on and our school cook, Mrs Bambrick, will come in on the Wednesday morning to 
provide breakfast. In order to cover the cost of supper/breakfast, we would ask for a contribution of £2 per child. 
 
The children are extremely keen to go ahead with the event, but we are only in a position to confirm the event after 
requesting a little help from yourselves. 
 
In order to go ahead with the camp, we would need parents to provide tents for the children to sleep in and also 
to put the tents up during the afternoon. On collecting your child in the morning, we would then ask that you take 
down the tent. 
 
If we do not have enough tents, for boys and girls to sleep in appropriately sized, gender based groups, then 
unfortunately we cannot go ahead. 
 
Every child would also need to bring their own sleeping equipment i.e. sleeping bag and pillow and a foam mat if 
desired. Of course, they will also need the usual overnight bag, with pyjamas, toiletries etc. 
 
We are looking to put tents up by the end of the school day, so that the children can then go home to get prepared, 
returning later on at 6:30 pm. 
 
This event is voluntary and if your child does not wish to stay overnight, they have the option of being picked up at 
10pm by yourselves.  
 
If your child does stay overnight, then they would need to be picked up from school at 9:30 am, the following morning. 
 
Please carefully fill in the slip below, to give permission for your child to take part in the event and also to indicate 
whether or not you are able to provide a tent. Please return your slip and money no later than Tuesday 18 July. 
 
Kind regards, 
 
E Pennington 
 

 
Year 6 Camping – 25 July 2017 

 
Child’s name  …………………………………………….. 
 
1. I give permission for my child to camp overnight on Tuesday 25 July and will provide a sleeping bag and pillow. I 
enclose £2. 
 
2. I give permission for my child to stay for the evening only and will pick him/her up at 10pm. 
 
3. My child will not be attending the leavers’ camp. 
 
 
* I am willing to provide a tent and put it up on the school field on the afternoon of Tuesday 25July. My tent has 
_________ sleeping areas and will hold _________ children in total. (please insert numbers as appropriate) 
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